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Is there any connection?

     On Sunday, October 1, Las 
Vegas witnessed the deadliest 
shooting in United States his-
tory, which resulted in fifty-eight 
deaths and over five hundred 
injuries. The gunman fired 
rounds into a crowd of over thirty 
thousand over a period of ten 
minutes. He stockpiled twenty-
three weapons in his Mandalay 
Bay hotel room, as well as fifty 
pounds of explosives and over 

one thousand rounds of ammuni-
tion in his vehicle. At this point 
in time, over four hundred of 
those injured have safely returned 
home. However, forty-five indi-
viduals remain hospitalized, many 
with near-fatal injuries. One of 
these victims is Maryland native 
Tina Frost. Frost, a twenty-seven 
year old accountant residing in 
San Diego, was at the Route 91 
country music festival with her 
boyfriend when she was struck 
by a bullet in her right eye. Frost 
was rushed to the hospital, where 
surgeons removed her right eye 

and a forehead bone in order for 
the brain to have room to swell. In  
a coma and unable to breathe on 
her own, doctors and family alike 
were skeptical of Frost’s chances 
of survival. “Unfortunately, some 
people may not ever recover,” 
neurosurgeon Keith Blum told 
CNN after the shooting. Despite 
the odds, Frost continues to make 
improvements, with updates 
provided by her family via a 
GoFundMe page. On October 7, 
Frost’s kidneys and liver began to 
properly function again.
     Three days later, Frost “kicked 

her legs back and forth when 
asked, stopped when asked, and 
then kicked again when asked,” 
according to an update from the 
family. The next day, Frost was 
able to squeeze her hand and 
move her toes, at her nurse’s 
commands. An update on Oc-
tober 13 provided monumental 
improvements: Frost breathed on 
her own for six hours, and walked 
for the first time since being shot: 
“3 steps to the chair and 3 steps 

     Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and 
Maria each broke records this 
year, which stunned even extreme 
weather scientists. Forty-five 
named storms have been recorded 

so far in 2017, with seven of them 
being hurricanes. Have storms 
been getting stronger, and is there 
a connection between these recent 
disasters and climate change?
     To understand the connection 
between recent storms and climate 
change, defining climate change is 

important. By definition, climate 
change is a change in global or 
regional climate patterns. For ex-
ample, rising sea levels increased 
Hurricane Sandy’s storm surge, 
which displays a direct connec-
tion between climate change and 
storm damage. At the same obser-

vatory, NASA scientist William 
Lau concluded in a 2012 paper 
that the amount of rainfall from 
tropical cyclones in the North 
Atlantic has risen by twenty-four 
percent each decade since 1988.
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     In July 2017, one hundred 
and thirty one marines started 
the Infantry Officer course, with 
only eighty eight graduating 
on September 25. According to 
TIME, thirty two women in total 
enrolled in the program when 
the Marines opened the course to 
women between 2012 and 2015. In 
December of 2015, the Pentagon 
opened all combat roles to women, 
prompting four women to attempt 

the program. Amongst the four 
women was the marine corps’ 
first female Infantry Officer. 
     The new Infantry Officer–– 
who wishes to remain name-
less–– is a Lieutenant in the 
Marine Corps and will be given a 
platoon of forty officers to lead. 
The Marines stated that she will 
be joining the first Marine Divi-
sion in Camp Pendleton which is 
located in Oceanside, California.
     In a press release following 
the graduation of the Lieutenant 
and her eighty seven classmates, 
Marine Corps General Robert 
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back to the bed.” Two days later, 
Frost was transported to Johns 
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore 
to continue her recovery. As 
more details from the shooting 
have been made clear, the fam-
ily has credited a man simply 
known as “Shane” with sav-
ing Frost’s life. According to 
Frost’s mother, Mary Moreland, 
the stranger assisted Frost’s 
boyfriend with carrying her to 

     However, measuring a storm 
by its maximum size, heaviest 
rains, or top winds does not cap-
ture the full scope of its power, 
according to NASA. Whether 
storms have been getting stron-
ger or not is uncertain.
     A recent poll from the 
Washington Post asked “Do 
you think the severity of recent 
hurricanes is most likely (the 
result of global climate change), 
or is it (just the kind of severe 
weather events that happen from 
time to time)?” Of those polled, 
fifty-five percent agreed that it 
is the result of climate change, 
forty-one percent believed it is 
a severe weather event that oc-
curs from time to time, and the 
remaining had no opinion. The 
question of whether storms are 
getting stronger has no certain 

answer, but what is its connection 
to climate change? In a 2005 poll, 
taken a month after Hurricane 
Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast 
and New Orleans, thirty-nine per-
cent of Americans who participat-
ed said that they believed climate 
change helped to fuel the intensity 
and strength of the hurricane. 
     Today, fifty-five percent of 
Americans believed climate 
change helped to fuel the strength 
of hurricanes. The warming 
climate is contributing to more 
to intense weather events, storm 
surges, and floods, according to 
Emily Guskin and Brady Dennis’s 
Washington Post article. 
     With increasing data suggest-
ing that extreme weather events 
like hurricanes are linked to 
climate change, many researchers 
have become confident that cli-
mate change is or is not affecting 
past or future storms.  

Neller expressed his feelings to-
wards the officer and the graduating 
class: “I am proud of this officer 
and those in her class who have 
earned the Infantry Officer [military 
occupational specialty]. Marines 
expect and rightfully deserve 
competent and capable leaders, and 
these graduates met every training 
requirement as they prepare for the 
next challenge of leading infantry 
Marines; ultimately in combat.”
     Secretary of Defense James 

a pickup truck, pressing his shirt 
onto her wound. Once at the hos-
pital, Shane loaded Frost into a 
wheelchair before she was rushed 
into surgery. The GoFundMe set 
up to assist Frost’s family with 
paying for her care, with an origi-
nal goal of fifty-thousand dollars, 
has raised over half a million 
dollars in the past two weeks and 
continues to increase. At a time 
of widespread uncertainty among 
Americans, a little bit of hope is 
welcomr.
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     North Korea. The country that 
has been on everyone’s mind as 
President Trump ramps up his 
rhetoric on the actions he is will-
ing to take against the totalitarian 
nation. 
     Trump’s recent claim at the 
United Nations General Assem-
bly that the United States has the 
ability to “destroy North Korea” 
(CNN) was met with a North Ko-
rean response six days later, claim-
ing that the U.S. had declared 
war on them. With these actions, 
certain questions are raised: How 
did America’s relationship with 
North Korea get to this point? Is 
the current buildup of angst due to 
the President’s difficulties pursu-
ing diplomatic resolutions, or has 
North Korea long been edging to-
ward a widespread global conflict? 
     North Korea’s tension toward 
the U.S. stems from the Korean 
War that raged throughout the 
Korean peninsula during the early 
1950s. The war resulted from the 
United Nations and the U.S. trying 
to defend South Korea from an at-
tack that Western historians claim 
North Korea started. However, 
the North Korean government 
has continued to perpetuate the 
idea that the United States actu-
ally attacked them first and have 
convinced their people of this 
claim through various forms of 
propaganda. 
     In this conflict, according to 
CNN, North Korea lost 1.3 million 

citizens including civilians and 
military personnel. Yet, what 
the North Koreans claim was 
worse during this war was the 
air raids they were subjected to 
that completely demolished their 
communities. As a matter of 
fact, these air raids are what the 
North Koreans believe to be the 
“original sin.” This idea is what 
Pyongyang, which refers to the 
North Korean government, uses 
to continue to control the percep-
tion of the United States in North 
Korea. They tell their people that 
the U.S. is a country that can’t be 
trusted as they could potentially 
launch an “airstrike” at any time. 
This is the government’s defense 
as well when explaining why 
they continously test missiles and 
the reason why they have grown 
their nuclear weapons arsenal. 
North Korea’s moves towards 
becoming a nuclear power have 

been handled in various ways by 
recent American presidents. Bill 
Clinton’s most notable action with 
this country was the signing of the 
Joint Framework Agreement in 
1994, according to the San Diego 
Union Tribune. This agreement es-
sentially gave the North Korean re-
gime certain “benefits” in exchange 
for stopping  their “nuclear pro-
gram.” Clinton stated at the time, 
“this agreement will help achieve 
a longstanding and vital American 
objective—an end to the threat of 
nuclear proliferation on the Korean 
Peninsula.” 
     George W. Bush followed 
Clinton’s lead on addressing these 
issues in the region through dip-
lomatic means. However, he also 
used rhetoric that rings familiar. 
According to the New York Times, 
Bush stated in his 2002 State of the 
Union Address that Iraq, Iran, and 
North Korea represented an “axis of 

evil.” These words led Pyong-
yang to admit that they had been 
involved in a nuclear weapons 
program even though they had 
signed the Joint Framework 
Agreement. These series of steps 
are very similar to the manner 
in which North Korea seems to 
directly respond to the language 
that comes from President 
Trump’s Twitter page. 
     Regardless, it was during 
Bush’s presidency that “The Six 
Party Talks” started. The group 
constituted of Japan, China, 
Russia, South Korea, and the 
US. The goal was to once again 
bring North Korea to the table 
to provide them with economic 
benefits in exchange for stop-
ping their nuclear program. 
Unfortunately, these “Talks” 
weren’t enough as North Korea 
held their first nuclear test a few 
years later in 2006. 
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     Similarly, President Barack 
Obama tried to control North 
Korea by pursuing diplomatic 
compromises. Much of his tenure 
as president was spent placing 
economic sanctions on the nation, 
though they continued to expand 
their nuclear program. 
     President Donald Trump on the 
other hand has been confronting 
North Korea in a much different 
manner. While the United Nations 
Security Council has continued 
to place pressure on the nation 
through sanctions, Trump and 
his administration have engaged 
in strong rhetoric toward Pyong-
yang. Starting in January of 2017 
and continuing into April, North 
Korea was reported to have 
launched five ballistic missiles 
(CNN). In response to these ac-
tions, the U.S. launched a missile 
into Syria along with a massive 
non-nuclear weapon into Afghani-
stan in an area said to be manned 
by ISIS combatants. Many 
claimed that these launches were 
done in part as a warning towards 
Pyongyang.
      Indeed, just two days later, 
North Korea had a “military 
parade” that displayed their vast 
arsenal of nuclear weapons. 
During this back and forth, Vice 
President Mike Pence, according 
to CNN, “warned North Korea 
not to test the resolve of the U.S. 
or the strength of our military 
forces.” A North Korean repre-
sentative responded by stating the 
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     What do people think of when 
they hear the word “fall?” The ob-
vious answer would be pumpkin 
spice themed food or even other 
products.
     Concerts are great examples 
of fall related activities and here 
are some events that would spice 
up the fall season.  Hosted at the 
Capital One Arena (formerly the 
Verizon Center) in Washington 
D.C., Imagine Dragons perform 
on November 5, BewhYs First 
US Tour ‘The Blind Star’ on 
November 9, and Lady Gaga’s 
Joanne Tour on November 19 are 
upcoming concerts that people 
may enjoy.
     While concerts can be a fun 
activity for a family to attend, 
they can be very costly for a 
student on a tight budget. Not to 
fear––there are many upcoming 
fall events around the Oakland 
Mills and Columbia area to 
choose from. For the supersti-
tious, from September 1 to 
December 1, the Historic Savage 
Mills Ghost Tours will feature 
myths and urban legends that still 
haunt Savage Mills residents to 
this day. If people are into food or 

even fresh and organic produce, 
then the Howard County Produc-
ers-Only Farmers Market––on 
every Sunday until November 
19––would be a great event to 
attend.
     There are several events 
hosted by the Columbia Associa-
tion. On October 7, CAMPFIRE, 
from 4-6pm, is a discounted reg-
istration for everyone that wants 
to experience the numerous fun 

     Halloween is the sixth most 
celebrated holiday in America 
according to a poll from The 
Guardian taken in 2017. As kids 
dress up as ghouls and goblins,  
makeup artists create some of 
the sickest yet most terrifyingly 
beautiful faces for the holiday 
that celebrates the supernatural. 
     As the makeup industry 
boomed in 2015, young adults 
domestically and internation-
ally started creating blogs and 
channels dedicated to makeup 
tutorials or special effects (SFX) 
makeup pages. Youtube’s beauty 
channel views skyrocketed from 

aspects of camping. CARNEVIL 
is hosted at the Merriweather Park 
in Symphony Woods and trans-
forms into a Halloween wonder-
land filled with demented clowns, 
sideshow freaks, and so much 
more. It runs on selected nights 
between October 13. through 
November 15.
     Fall is a lovely season for 
outdoor or indoor events for ev-
eryone; they just have to make the 
right choice. 

around 110.4 million views in 
one year to a now whopping 30.3 
billion views in 2016. According 
to the Youtube analytics team in 
California, beauty bloggers have 
expanded by 78% in accounts 
and subscribers. Instagram artists 
and YouTubers like Jordan Hanz, 
Morgan Shay, Nicole Kuppan, 
Mimi Choi, and Karolina Maria 
do amazing work on a daily basis. 
From creating disturbing bloody 
faces to mutilated zombie faces, 
the process of these looks can 
range from three to six hours. 
     Morgan Shay, a twenty year 
old self-taught makeup artist from 
Texas, with approximately 25.8 
thousand followers on her Insta-
gram account, became famous for 
her tutorials on SFX makeup in 
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Halloween Make-Up

Upcoming to a place near you

The faces that scare and slay

2016. Prosthetic body parts, teeth, 
fake blood, silicon, and contacts 
are some of the extra items that 
makeup artist Morgan Shay uses 
for her iconic looks. For instance, 
famous comic book and Hal-
loween movie characters like 
Sally from The Nightmare Before 
Christmas, Marvel comics Dead-
pool, and iconic horror characters 
like Pennywise the Clown from 
It, Jigsaw, and Chucky. Morgan 
also creates her own beautifully 
scary looks inspired by Disney 
characters like Tinker Bell and 
Avatar, turns them into vampy 
looks with glitter, a few drops 
of blood, and a few strokes of 
fabulous. Inspiring other artists to 
be themselves, have fun with the 
makeup looks you do on yourself.

Brynn’s Bops:
Halloween

Edition

     October is coming to a close; get ready for the time 
of year when the summer heat has finally dissipated, 
and it becomes officially time for sweater weather. 
I know that everyone uses Halloween as a reason to 
eat an absurd amount of candy, but never ignore the 
spooky superstitions that appear around this time. 
To remember to be careful of the zombies who lurk 
through the haunted cemeteries, here is a “Thriller” 
of a playlist that can fulfill anybody’s passion for fall 
weather, and may give you sympathy for the devil.

Title Artist Album

Wake Me Up When 
September Ends

Green Day American Idiot

October Broken Bells Broken Bells

Time of Season The Zombies Odessey and 
Oracle

Sympathy for the 
Devil

The Rolling Stones Beggars Banquet

The Boys of Fall Kenny Chesney Hemingway’s 
Whiskey

I Want Candy Bow Wow Wow We Are The ‘80s

Haunted* Beyoncè Beyoncè

Boston Augustana All The Stars And 
Beyond

Hollywood Forever 
Cemetery Sings

Father John Misty Fear Fun

Zombies Childish Gambino “Awaken My 
Love!”

Hold on Alabama Shakes Boys & Girls

Superstition Stevie Wonder Talking Book

Sweater Weather The Neighbour-
hood

I Love You.

Thriller Michael Jackson Thriller

*Explicit lyrics present; clean versions are available



Happy Halloween!

- The Scroll

Urban Legends

     It’s that spooky time of year 
again; the leaves fall in beautiful 
colors, the crisp air wraps around 
you and everyone is swapping 
ghost stories or testing urban 
legends. Modern Halloween tradi-
tions are fun and scary, but they 
aren’t just exclusive to American 
culture. Urban legends haunt 
people everywhere because just 
like love and hate and all other 
feelings—fear is universal. 
     Hawaii is a place of supersti-
tion, with native Hawaiians being 
strong believers in their history 
and mythology—it’s practically 
their religion. Therefore, almost 
all of their urban legends actively 
haunt the people to this day.  
     Almost a decade ago, in Ha-
waii, a bus was driving on the Pali 
highway from the Windward side 
to the Leeward side when the bus 
came to a complete stop. Lopaka 
Kapanui, a story teller, reports 
that the bus driver starts scream-
ing, shouting, yelling at everyone: 
“Who has the pork?!” According 
to ancient legends of Hawaii, 
the Windward side of the island 
belongs to Kamapua’a—the pig 
god—and the Leeward side be-
longs to Pele, commonly known 
as the goddess of fire. The two 
had a bad break up, causing them 
to flee to opposite sides of the 
of the island, agreeing to never 
see each other again. Nonethe-
less, if you bring pork over to the 
Leeward side, it symbolizes you 
smuggling Kamapua’a over. Sure 
enough, someone on the bus had 
pork and they quickly got rid of 
it. The bus started again, allowing 
the passengers to leave. 
     Another famous urban legend 
from Hawaii is that of the Night 
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Marchers. Night Marchers are 
the spirits of ancient Hawai-
ian warriors that roam at night 
visiting battlefields or sacred 
sites. Legend has it that when 
you hear the sound of beating on 
drums accompanied by torches 
and the sound of a conch shell, 
you should run and hide. If you 
come across Night Marchers, you 
must strip and lie face down to 
show that you mean no disre-
spect. Making eye contact with 
these ancient warriors is a sign of 
contempt, which is punishable by 
death unless one of the marchers 
claims you as their blood. 
     On September 18, 2016 at ap-
proximately 2:20 a.m. in Mexico 
City, there was a sighting of a 
ghostly figure of a woman with 
long hair in a white dress at a 
busy traffic intersection. It caused 
quite a stir on social media, for 
everyone thought it was the 
legendary Llorona or “weeping 
lady.” La Llorona dates back to 
circa 1515, when a ten year old 
Aztec girl was given to Mayan 
merchants for slavery. Six years 
later, she gave birth to two twin 
boys by Hernán Cortés. At that 
point, she was known as La 
Malinche. Cortés was seduced 
by another woman and was 
persuaded to go back to Spain 
with his twin boys. La Llorona 
ultimately decided to go with her 
boys before he could take them. 
Soldiers surrounded her before 
she could escape, which led her to 
stab both of the babies in the heart 
and throw them into the ocean. 
Up until her death and after, she 
is seen crying out for her children 
and allegedly taking some to a 
watery early grave. So, if I were 
you, I’d avoid any body of water 
at night.
     Speaking of water, there is 
a similar legend in Japan too: 

you’ll step to the beach and see a 
beautiful young lady drowning. 
However, it’s just a mere trap, 
and the snake lady devours you. 
A different story from Japan is 
one about a kid who caught the 
wrong one’s attention. Hachis-
hakusama—also known as Eight 
Feet Tall in Japanese—is an urban 
legend about a woman who poses 
as relatives to kidnap and kill the 
children of Japan. According to 
the story, a kid was just playing 
around his grandparent’s backyard 
when he heard a distinct repeat-
ing sound—po. He looked around 
and all he saw was a straw hat 
moving on the fence. He saw her 
face and was confused as to how 
a woman could be so tall. He 
told his grandparents about this 
encounter and they were instantly 
put into a state of shock and fear. 
His grandpa left so that he could 
bring someone who knew what 
to do. Soon after, they organized 
a devout plan to get his grandson 
out of the country where Hach-
ishakusama couldn’t get to him. 
Over a decade of not going back 
to Japan and seeing his grandpar-
ents—even missing his grandfa-
ther’s funeral—he got a call from 
his grandma saying she wants to 
see him and it should be safe. He 
wanted his grandma to confirm 
this statement, but all he heard 
after was the sounds he heard as a 
child—po po po po. 
     Of course, as all verbal history 
is passed down from generation 
after generation, the stories shift, 
adapt, and develop into separate 
and substories. You may have 
heard differently, as has every-
one, but the general idea is still 
the same. So, be wary with these 
urban legends, interact with the 
supernatural carefully, and on 
behalf of The Scroll, we hope you 
have a happy Halloween.

   The opinions that appear in this section do not 
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Scroll or the staff and administration of Oakland 
Mills High School, but are merely an expression 
of views of a segment of the student populace. If 
you want your views to appear in The Scroll and 
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Too Old To Trick Or Treat?
A safe Halloween for all ages

Danielle Diquiseppe
Staff Writer
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     If Howard County capped 
the age for trick-or-treating, how 
would you feel? In Canada, a 
town restricts the age for trick or 
treaters at sixteen. If any teens are 
caught, they have to pay a fine of 
two hundred dollars. Many people 
disagree with this for obvious rea-
sons. These reasons include time 
spent with friends, free candy, and 
dressing up just for the fun of it. 
Here in America, children of all 

ages enjoy the holiday of dressing 
up and getting free candy. Even 
adults join in on the fun, whether 
they are just part of their child’s 
costume or they are just out to su-
pervise. Everyone should be able 
to participate during Halloween.     
     The real question is: how much 
trick-or-treating is too much? You 
should only really have to go to 
one, maybe two neighborhoods, 
depending on size. If the neigh-
borhood is large, then you should 
only stay in that neighborhood 
because there is really no way 
you would be able to go to every 
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U.S. had “created a dangerous 
situation in which thermonuclear 
war may break out at any mo-
ment on the peninsula and poses a 
serious threat to world peace and 
security.” Amid these tensions, 
Trump stated in an interview with 
CBS at the end of April that Kim 
Jong Un was “a smart cookie” 
due to his ability to have come to 
power at such a young age. 
     This strong rhetoric pursued 
by Trump and his administration 
has to some extent exacerbated 
the continuous testing of North 
Korea’s intercontinental ballistic 
missiles. This pattern of “respond-
ing” is not new, as seen during 
Bush’s administration. So, as the 
White House continues to work 
with the problems North Korea 
raises, staying away from deliber-
ate, condescending, and instigat-

ing language could potentially 
give them much needed time to 
pursue diplomatic solutions. 
However,  this seems to be a route 
that the President finds fruitless 
as, according to the New York 
Times, Trump recently under-
mined his Secretary of State by 
tweeting, “I told Rex Tillerson, 
our wonderful Secretary of State, 
that he is wasting his time trying 
to negotiate with Little Rocket 
Man” amid Tillerson’s efforts to 
open diplomatic resolutions with 
North Korea. Even though diplo-
macy might be a potential solu-
tion to North Korea, the President 
finds it a “waste of time.”
In this era where U.S foreign 
policy is openly discussed on 
a Twitter page, the U.S could 
potentially find itself dealing with 
a military, or even nuclear conflict 
as the situation with North Korea 
continues to become more threat-
ening. 

Korea continued 
from page 1

Mattis was hesitant about giving 
women combat roles. He was 
worried that if they were on the 
same battlefield, women and men 
would attract each other and cause 
a distraction. “Healthy young men 
and women together and we ex-
pect them to act like little saints,” 
James Mattis said. Mattis was 
also skeptical because he believed 
women would not be capable of 
killing enemies when necessary 
or that commanders would be 
hesitant to send women into close 
combat. 
     The new Lieutenant that 

graduated from the Infantry Offi-
cer course will be the first female 
Infantry Officer in a lead role. 
According to CNN, the next part 
of what is to come will prove to 
be the difficult part. The Marines 
will now have to adapt to the cur-
rent society of America and prove 
women make our armed forces 
stronger—not weaker. “I know 
females who could have made it 
through IOC but chose not to be-
cause of the culture,” the former 
instructor of the IOC (Infantry Of-
ficer Course) said. Many female 
Marines are hoping the success of 
the new Lieutenant will change 
the culture and how women are 
viewed in the armed forces.

Infantry continued 
from page 1

house before some start to run 
out of candy. If you are in a small 
neighborhood, maybe only a few 
streets, then you should consider 
going to another neighborhood 
because you would still have 
enough time to get loads of candy. 
     Be safe while you are out 
there, always check your candy 
for anything suspicious, to ensure 
your safety and the safety of those 
around you. It’s important to 
establish a fun and very spooky 
Halloween. 

Conspiracy Theories
Always waiting to be discovered 

Sofeeyah Lloyd
Staff Writer

     A conspiracy theory has 
many different definitions and 
variations. Most will agree that 
conspiracy theories are ways to 
understand the world and keep a 
peace of mind. It is human nature 
to question “Why?” and find 
the reasoning behind it. Many 
conspiracy theories are fueled 

by a personal choice of belief or 
a mainstream way of thinking. 
It is a decision to follow either 
one. Others simply call it a kind 
of paranoia or mental illness that 
causes people to fall onto any kind 
of meaning or reason they can 
find. However, many would name 
these as conspiracies. Therefore, 
it is very evident how neutral and 
flexible the title, “conspiracy theo-
ries” is. It can be a civil, criminal 
or political matter for the most 

part. Most of the theories that 
have evolved over the years are 
based off of historical events and 
some natural occurrences. These 
theories have been created by 
everyday people just like yourself. 
There is always a conspiracy wait-
ing to be discovered.
     The examples of conspiracies 
in our society vary greatly. The 
most popular form of conspiracy 
theories is the one about the world 
fluctuating in and out of dimen-

sions, therefore altering small 
aspects of our universe. No, not 
time travel—just alternating 
realities, no biggie. This phenom-
enon is also called The Mandela 
Effect. This name was created by 
Fiona Broome because there were 
many people like her who had a 
vivid memory of Nelson Mandela 
dying in prison in 1980. There 
are many people you will meet 
that will believe that the popular 
children’s book and TV show The 
Berenstain Bears are spelled like 
“Bernstein” Bears. Creepy, right? 
Doesn’t the legendary rock band 
“Queen” end their famous song, 
“We Are the Champions” with the 
phrase, “Of the world?” No, they 
do not actually. 
    Many people needed to know 
why so many people had com-
pletely separate understandings 
and conceptions of certain things. 
Therefore, the conspiracy theory 
was born. There are more serious 
conspiracy theories though that 
make more sense and more value 
than those about rock bands. The 
government has always been a 
mystery and the multiple disasters 
and situations that have evolved 
from their connections with other 
companies and groups across the 
globe are almost surreal. Like one 
of the few recent conspiracies for 
example, many people believe 

that Trump is conspiring against 
the people and creating these hor-
rible hurricanes with the help of 
The High Frequency Active Auro-
ral Research Program (HAARP). 
Sounds crazy, right? Although 
there is no hardcore facts that 
accompany conspiracy theories, 
there are connections that normal 
people like you and I can discover 
and unfold. Conspiracies are all 
about creation and desperation 
for explanation and in most cases 
we must create our own truths. 
There are other conspiracies, 
for instance, that the world was 
meant to end on September 23, 
2017 because Nibiru—a planet 
that orbits through the universe 
every 3,600 years—was going 
to collide with our planet. Later 
though, it was proven as a hoax. 
Therefore, on September 24, you 
could feel the whole world take a 
deep breath. This also proves just 
how outlandish these theories can 
become. 
     Conspiracy theories require a 
lot of heart, though a lot of trust 
as well. There is no way someone 
will always believe in a non-
factual theory, these theories can 
be overwhelmingly insane. If you 
ever have time on your hands, 
look up few different conspiracies 
and psych yourself out. 
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The Academy’s Awards’ Fall From Grace
How the Oscars Have Suffered a Decline in Quality

Hareem Qureshi
Staff Writer

     The Oscars are a prestigious 
award show that celebrate the best 
moments in cinema for mov-
ies and actors every year. When 
“Oscar season” rolls around, the 
media is flooded with predictions 
and gossip. Movie critics debate 
about who should win Best Actor, 
while TV hosts talk about how 
good the show is going to be. 
     Finally, the show airs on TV—
and rather than watching it as it 
airs, most glance at the highlights 
on YouTube the next day and 
complain about how unevent-
ful and predictable it was. Every 
Academy Awards ceremony that 
has been produced this decade has 
felt like that one brief relation-
ship you have had when you were 
twelve. You think you are in love, 
then three days later you get bored 
and break it off. Neither you or 
the other kid ever think twice 
about it. Much like the Oscars, 
there’s so much hype surrounding 
the relationship, but it turns out 
not to have that much significance 
afterwards. 
     The Oscars have been en-
graved into pop culture for de-
cades, being the picture definition 
of glamour and relevance. When 
you hear the word “fame,” the 

first image that comes to mind is 
probably a red carpet, men and 
women in tuxedos and gowns 
flashing toothy smiles and giving 
speeches. Yet, many now consider 
the show irrelevant. Searching 
the word “Oscars” on Twitter 
will give you a glimpse of the 
jokes that people crack at actors’ 
expense.  This lack of respect-
ability has greatly increased this 
year, with the awards drawing in 
the smallest audience since 2008 
with only 32.9 million view-
ers. The Oscars have dropped in 
viewership by 4% from last year, 
according to Walt Disney Co.
     Nonetheless, why have people 
stopped watching the Academy 
Awards? Most say that the awards 
are actually one of the biggest 
problems with the show due to 
mainstream movies not receiv-
ing awards that often. In the past 
decades, at least half of the best 
picture nominations were in the 
top ten highest grossing films of 
the year. However, the amount of 
highly grossing nominees started 
dropping until 2005, when none 
of the nominees were in the top 
ten highest grossing films of that 
year. This started to enforce the 
idea that the Oscars to reflect the 
taste of the public. This is part of 
why the viewership has dropped 
so drastically. People watch 
award shows because they’re 

rooting for something or some-
one, which is why the highest 
viewed Oscar ceremony was in 
1998, with 55.25 million view-
ers. That year, Titanic, the highest 
grossing film of the decade won 
Best Picture.  In 2004, Lord of 
the Rings: The Return of the King 
won Best Picture and the Acad-
emy enjoyed 43.5 million viewers 
(CNBC.com).
     It’s become painfully apparent 
that the Oscars love awarding a 
very specific type of movie. This 
is where the term ‘Oscar bait’ 
comes in, which is described as 
movies that try to get an Oscar 
by using a certain formula or set 
of redundant cliches. Is it longer 
than two hours? Is it about war? 
Is there a dramatic orchestral 
soundtrack? Is it set in Hol-
lywood? If so, then there is a 
good chance that it’s Oscar bait. 
Online film critic Lindsay Ellis 
theorizes that this trend started 
in 1978 with the war movie Deer 
Hunter, in which Robert De Niro 
and Christopher Walken deal with 
marriage and fighting in Vietnam. 
Many claim the movie is incred-
ibly hard to watch, and the studio 
knew it would be very hard to 
find an audience. But, movie crit-
ics loved it, so the studio decided 
to release it only in Los Angeles 
and New York, which would 
make it eligible for an award. It 

won five awards and was nation-
ally released after the Oscars, and 
became a commercial success due 
to the awards hype.
     What needs to be realized 
about the Oscars is that they are 
largely considered marketing ma-
terial. How many movie posters 
have you seen that read “Winner 
of Best Movie” on it? Everyone 
needs to pay the bills—even Hol-
lywood executives. That means 
they need to get as many people 
to see their movies as they can. 
So, a lot of studios are willing 
to sacrifice quality in favor of 
having “Best Adapted Screenplay 
of the Year” in order to get more 
consumers to buy their film. 
     Another problem with the 
Academy Awards is the profound 
lack of diversity. It isn’t like other 
award shows like The Emmys or 
Golden Globes where the awards 
are decided by critics or the press. 
They’re chosen by the Academy, 
a group of people within the 
film industry who vote on all the 
awards every year. Membership is 
lifelong and 91% of the members 
are white. 76% percent of the 
members are male (latimes.com).  
It’s a group plagued with the 
same taste and same perspective 
making it hard for a lot of mov-
ies to win. Brokeback Mountain 
was robbed of an award with the 
infamously awful Crash winning 

instead. Of course, I would be 
remiss to leave out the lack of 
racial diversity in the film indus-
try. All twenty actors nominated 
for an Oscar in 2015 were white, 
spawning the #OscarsSoWhite 
movement as well as the Oscars 
boycott. Many prominent people 
of color in the film industry 
criticized how only few diverse 
films managed to get any major 
success. Movies like Concussion, 
Creed and Straight Outta Comp-
ton didn’t get much recognition, 
if at all. Racial diversity has only 
recently gotten better with the 
recognition of Moonlight as Best 
Picture of 2016. 
     Times are rapidly changing 
and The Academy Awards are 
struggling to keep up. The fact 
that they’re so set in their ways 
has held them back, and the recent 
fiasco involving Moonlight and 
La La Land, in which they had 
accidentally announced La La 
Land as best picture instead of 
Moonlight has stripped away 
whatever impression of prestige 
and seriousness they had. At this 
point, they will have to change the 
core of the awards, the Academy 
itself, by adding more new and 
different members if they wish to 
remain relevant. 

Halloween Movies Did You Know?
Spooky and scary cinema greats by Kelly Andrade

Jasmine Harrison
Staff Writer

     It’s Halloween! Now is the 
perfect time to watch a spooky 
movie, whether alone or with 
friends. Let’s talk about the new 
movie that came out on Friday, 
October 13. Happy Death Day di-
rected by Christopher B. Landon, 
is a movie about a girl named 
Tree Gelbman who wakes up in 
a college dorm. As the day goes 
on, she gets this eerie feeling that 
she has relived the day in the past. 
When a masked killer brutally 
murders her, she wakes up in the 
college dorm again unharmed. 
As the day repeats again, she gets 
murdered every time. Until she 
can find out who killed her, Tree 
has to live through the process. 
This movie was pretty good but 
it seemed predictable towards the 

end. 
     One good old movie to watch 
on Halloween is The Grudge. 
Here’s a fair warning: The Grudge 
has this very eerie noise that will 
probably get stuck in your head. 
Nonetheless, the movie is about 
Matthew, his wife Jennifer, and 
her mother Emma who are mov-
ing to Tokyo to start a new life. 
Little did they know that the fam-
ily would be moving into a house 
with supernatural occurrences in 
the past. The grudge is a person 
that has a curse that is born when 
someone dies of a powerful rage 
or extreme sorrow. Those who 
encounter the supernatural force 
die and the curse reborn again.
The Grudge is a very scary movie 
remake of the Japanese film 
Ju-on: The Grudge, so I suggest 
you watch this with some friends. 
Let’s just say my experience with 
this movie was not that great and 
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it was my first time watching a 
scary movie.
     Another classic movie that I 
suggest is Psycho. This movie 
from the 1960s opens with 
Marion Crane, a real estate 
secretary who needs money to 
bail Sam (her boyfriend) out of 
debt so they can marry. Instead 
of putting her client’s money in 
the bank, she takes it and runs to 
California to give the money to 
Sam. While Marion is on the road, 
she decides to stop for the night at 
Bates Motel. She meets Norman 
Bates and eventually his mother. 
Afterwards, Norman and Marion 
have dinner that his mother is 
mentally ill. While talking to 
Norman, something inside Marion 
sets off where she realizes she 
cannot be a criminal and decides 
the next day to go back and return 
the money. To avoid spoilers, I’ve 
decided to cut the summary short. 
I usually do not watch black and 
white movies because they make 
me fall asleep (ex. I tried watch-
ing “It’s a Wonderful Life” three 
times, but I fell asleep each time). 
Overall, Psycho is a good horror 
movie and has a pretty good twist 
at the end. 
     These are the movies picked 
for this October edition. Enjoy 
your Halloween movie binge and 
I hope that you have a safe Hal-
loween!

Please note that all listed mov-
ies are rated PG-13 or lower by 

modern standards.

In 1992, people showed off their wild side 
at the Oakland Mills Homecoming. They 
wore just about anything back in the day, 

including short dresses, ripped pants, suits, 
khakis and formal dresses. Students were 

able to show off their diversity and unique-
ness. They were able to be themselves and 
enjoyed doing so very much during Home-

coming.
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NBA Blockbuster Offseason Trades

     It has been a crazy offseason 
for the National Basketball Asso-
ciation (NBA). After finishing the 
NBA Playoffs—which included 
the Golden State Warriors beating 
the Cleveland Cavaliers in the 
NBA Finals—the NBA offseason 
went straight into action with the 
NBA Draft. 
     The Philadelphia 76ers had 
the first pick in this year’s NBA 
Draft. They used their pick to 
draft Markelle Fultz from the 
University of Washington. The 
second pick was owned by the 
Los Angeles Lakers, who drafted 
point guard Lonzo Ball from 
the University of California Los 
Angeles (UCLA). 
Followed by the NBA Draft, 
the “official” offseason began, 
where fans have been itching and 
clawing to see where players will 
land and who will be switching 
uniforms.
     One of many trades that 
broke the Richter Scale was the 
NBA Finals runner-up Cleveland 
Cavaliers trading their four time 
NBA All Star Kyrie Irving to the 

Boston Celtics in exchange for 
another NBA superstar who led 
the Celtics to the playoffs; point 
guard Isiah Thomas. 
     In addition, Boston was 
forced to give up their forward 
Jae Crowder, backup center Ante 
Zizic, and a 2018 First Round 
Pick, whereas Cleveland only had 
to give up Kyrie Irving. 
     However, with every loss, 
there is a potential win. The Cavs 

won the overall trade according to 
the NBA fans, as they now view the 
Cavs as a formidable opponent and 
serious contender in the Eastern 
Conference.
      All NBA die-hards can recall 
current Cleveland Cavs Star LeB-
ron James leaving Cleveland to join 
the Miami Heat, where he went on 
to win numerous championships 
with the organization, specifically 
Miami’s “Big 3,” including Chris 
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Bryan Adjel-Adu
Staff Writer

Bosh and Dwyane Wade. The 
trio was unstoppable, winning 
back to back championships in 
2012 and 2013.
     Fast-forward to 2017, and 
two out of the three players in 
that duo are reuniting. Former 
Chicago Bulls player Dwyane 
Wade signed with the Cleveland 
Cavaliers, joining forces again 
with LeBron James, who left 
Miami and returned to Cleve-

land before the 2015 season. 
Could this be another potential 
NBA Championship run? 
In other news, another block-
buster trade occurred just a few 
weeks ago in the Western Con-
ference, where Paul George, 
formerly known for playing with 
the Indiana Pacers, was traded to 
the Oklahoma City Thunder. He 
now joins forces with the NBA’s 
2016-2017 MVP Russell West-
brook, who led the league in triple 
doubles.
      The Thunder weren’t finished 
with their gains, as they acquired 
another NBA superstar who has 
fallen under the radar in the last 
few years: Carmelo Anthony, for-
merly playing for the New York 
Knicks. 
     The Western Conference 
wasn’t done there, as point guard 
Chris Paul left the LA Clippers 
to join the Houston Rockets 
and another superstar in James 
Harden, becoming the tag team 
duo Houston has been looking for 
for years.
     This year’s NBA offseason 
was the most dynamic and most 
blockbuster in years. Will there be 
more? Only time will tell.
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Tanner Malinowski
Sports Editor

Scorpions Cross Country OMHS Golf
Off to a promising strong start Small team, big gains

    The OM Cross Country Season 
is off to a very strong start for 
the boys team, while the girls 
have showed as much resilience 
and fight as the boys. The boys 
have captured first place on two 
separate occasions and finished 
in second place on two separate 
occasions
     The girls took home sixth 
place in the Prince George’s 
County Invitational on September 
16. The boys team is led by junior 
star Frederick Eiland II as well 
as the fleet-footed senior Anders 
Chattin, while the girls are led by 
a talented group including senior 
Grace Chaverini and sophomore 
Caitlyn Wenholz. 
     The season opened on Septem-
ber 6 with a three-team meet that 
featured the Scorpions facing off 
with Atholton and River Hill. The 
boys placed second in the 3000 
meter race, while the girls placed 
third. 
     Three days later, the teams 
competed in the Howard County 
Invitational, a three mile race that 
featured twenty-three teams. The 
Scorpions finished in eighth place; 
mainly due to Eiland’s team-best 
time of 16:52.6. The girls were 
led by Wenholz’s impressive time 
of 23:20.01. 
     The following week, on the 
16th, the boys ran away with 
first place at the Prince George’s 
County Invitational. Eiland and 
Chattin placed fourth and fifth 
respectively while Jared Nguyen 
placed eighth. Joel Bernstein and 
Jack Pazin finished in thirteenth 

and fourteenth in the same race.
     Chaverini led the way for the 
girls—who as a team finished 
in sixth place—with a 24:00.35 
mark in the 5000 meter race, good 
enough for fourteenth place out of 
seventy-seven total runners. 
     The next match was just as 
impressive for the boys, as they 
finished first for the second 
consecutive week, this time at 
the Chesapeake Invitational on 
September 23. Eiland led the way 
again, with a third-place finish 
overall, while Chattin (9th place), 
Nguyen (10th place), and Pazin 
(15th place) also had outstanding 
performances.
     The Scorpions weren’t 
finished, however, as the boys 
won yet again, this time in a 
three-team meet against Glenelg 
and Wilde Lake on September 
26. Frederick Eiland II recorded 
his first first-place finish of the 
season, as he completed the 5,000 
meter run with an impressive time 
of 17:42. Overall, seven of the top 
nine spots were won by Scorpi-

ons. Chaverini led the way for the 
girls, as she notched a ninth-place 
finish with a time of 23:31. 
     The boys’ quest for a four-peat 
fell just short the following week, 
as they instead settled for a second-
place finish in the Scorpion Crawl 
on October 6 at Oakland Mills 
High School. Eiland continued his 
dominance with yet another top 
ten finish. Nguyen continued his 
solid season by finishing in seventh 
place.
     The Scorpions’ next meet was 
on October 18 where they com-
peted in a three-team meet against 
the likes of Reservoir and Centen-
nial. The Scorpions struggled a bit, 
as both the boys’ and girls’ teams 
finished in third place. Eiland and 
Chattin placed in the top ten for the 
boys, while Chaverini and Wenholz 
placed in the top fifteen for the girls 
in the 5000 meter race. From there, 
the Scorpions will compete in the 
Howard County Championships on 
October 25. 

(all scores courtesy of atheles.net)

Melissa Johnson
Staff Writer

     This year on the OM golf 
team, the girls won four 
matches. Those wins came 
against  Atholton, Mt. Hebron, 
River Hill, and Long Reach, 
while the boys won another two 
matches. The boys got their 
first win against Wilde Lake, 
with a blowout score of 34-
1. While the girls lost a close 
game against Wilde Lake, they 
were led by Kelly Claxton who 
scored ten points. 
     Junior Adam Fairbanks quali-
fied for counties and districts 
where he tied for 13th when he 
shot an eighty-four. This is an 
improvement, as he placed in 
55th last year.  
     Golf Coach Jon Browne 
shared his favorite moment of 
this season:Rachel Luthardt, a 

junior, scored a nine on Fairway 
Hills, beating Mt. Hebron by a 
single stroke. 
     Kelly Claxton, senior cap-
tain, summarized her last season 
playing on the OM golf team 
as “memorable.” She described 
how she started off as a freshman 
alone on the girls team. However, 
throughout her years playing, 
the program grew and became a 
unified team. She emphasized the 
importance that this team held in 
her four years as a Scorp, going as 
far to say that this season was one 
“[she’ll] never forget.” She hopes 
to see a full girls team and have 
them be as close as she has been 
with her teammates. She credits 
her friendship to senior co-cap-
tain, Phil Carroll, to the golf team. 
Though the team is small, it is a 
great place to learn, make new 
friends, and to find a comfortable 
place at hOMe. 
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     You might’ve seen her roaming the hallways, or maybe sitting at a table on her 
computer at lunch. Find a tall, brown, curly-haired woman roaming around and you 
are sure to have crossed Arnetta Young, assistant principal at Oakland Mills High 
School (OMHS). However, before she was here at OMHS as an administrator, she 
was a mother, a journalist, and much more.
     Since childhood, Ms. Young has had a passion for literature and education. Be-
fore working with students here at OMHS, she worked at HCPSS Central Office in 
leadership development. She designed courses for staff members in the county be-
fore moving here to OMHS. She also worked with fourth graders at another school, 
but later realized that her passion was with older kids. Therefore, she decided to 
work with grades nine through twelve at OMHS. Prior to being an administrator 
and assistant principal, she started teaching in Baltimore City Schools from 2001 
to 2006. Afterwards, she became a resident principal for one year, followed by four 
more years as a principle. “I have always loved teaching and learning. As a kid, it 
was my favorite game to play with my sisters. As young as five, it was my favorite 
game to play. I remember going to middle school that summer to help my teacher,” 
said Ms. Young.
     As much as Ms. Young enjoys her job, there are things she would change if it 
were within her scope of control. How would she change the school system she 
works in? “I think that we have a long way to go, for equity. I think we need to 
customize education. I think we will be able to reach 21st century learning when 
we focus on flexibility and empowering kids to make more choice, include their 
voices, the physical design of school and the types of courses offered.” Ms. Young 
explained that “I would change how we do discipline. I would change how we deal 
with problems. I would make it more restorative. I would make schools more re-
storative. Make it okay to make and resolve mistakes. Not just a suspension. How 
would we bring you back into the school?” She concluded.
     However, this isn’t the only opinion she has on school. In fact, her least fa-
vorite subject when she was in school was mathematics. “It was painful! I didn’t 
understand the graphs, or the graphing. Although I hated it, it trained my brain to 
think strategically, and logically. I don’t use calculus and geometry in my everyday 
life, but I use what came with it.” The administrator insisted that although Algebra 
might seem useless in everyday activities, it is something we need and use in life, 
as with many other courses. It is clear that Ms. Young’s opinion on education isn’t 
at all what we expected from someone who indulges in the profession. Her favorite 
thing about her work is “...connecting with people. My favorite thing is the trust 
that my students have in me, and the teachers. When they have a problem, they 
know it will be addressed,” Ms. Young said.
     But there is more to Ms. Young than what meets the eye. Outside of OMHS, 
what could our administrator be up to? What is she thinking about? What inter-
ests her outside of school? “My daughters take up a lot of my time. I tend to focus 
a lot on their lives. Motherhood is one of my favorite parts of being an adult, I 
love it. Being a good mother, taking care of my own self, but also having a social 
outlet with my friends. I work really hard to be a balanced person in my private 
life, so when I’m here at work, I can be a happier, more whole person, “Ms. Young 
responded. “My greatest weakness, is again, trying to find balance. Sometimes, 
this role as assistant principal can take me out of balance. My phone bleeps all 
night when something crazy happens. My challenge is being fully present with 
my daughters, then doing school stuff afterwards. Taking care of myself, my kids, 
then my school. Juggling that is really hard.” Her ability to balance her work and 
private life isn’t the only challenge presented here at OMHS––Ms. Young believes 
students are also facing challenges. “Maintaining focus in a world that’s filled with 
distractions. But focus on, not just academics, but your voice, your values, what 
you believe in, your dreams. Social media’s a blessing, but also a curse. And you 
all are so unfortunate that a heavy mistake made as children can mess up your 
lives,” she concluded.
     At some point, we’ve all had figures who’ve inspired us. What was Ms. 
Young’s? “So, I think, my favorite hero would be my father. My dad was a share-
cropper and had a fourth grade education. He gave me life––in terms of reading. 
Taught me to read and write before kindergarden. But [he] also taught me to love 
reading and writing. After that, I dug into books and explored the world of reading. 
He passed when I was ten, but he is my forever hero,” answered Ms. Young.
     Now when you come across our assistant principal in the hallways, you’ll know 
a little more about her than you did before. Perhaps when you see her, you can stop 
and tell her a little bit about yourself as well.

Ms. Arnetta Young
A Meet The Staff Special Feature

For more Meet 
The Staff articles featuring your 
favorite teachers and adminis-

trators, please go online to 
omscroll.com!

We publish a new one every 
week!


